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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme that Emerged</th>
<th>Impact on Solution Plan</th>
<th>Action Commitments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1) Implemented with fidelity, Achievement Planning - goal setting and completion - is the basis of the cultural shift we are striving to instill | Continue and strengthen implementation of FE Solution Plan 2.1, 2.5, and 3.5 to support Connectors with Achievement Planning competencies and tools | - Ignite and support Connectors to bring families into goal setting, goal and goal step completion, and the culture of Achievement Planning through the use of NAZ skills, tools, and processes  
  - Review goal plans to ensure they both resonate with and can move families toward academic success  
  - Focus on ways to move from crisis thinking to long term achievement culture while respecting the immediacy of need |
| 2) Family Academy can represent a unique and powerful intersection of curriculum delivery, family engagement, and achievement culture | Continue and strengthen implementation of FA Solution Plan section 1 and 4  
Expand on FA Solution Plan EAI 1.2 to creatively recruit families  
Understand FA Solution Plan EAI 6.2 and 6.2 to include achievement planning | - Increase Family Academy recruitment efforts to include aggressive and creative use of story-telling as well as NAZ partner program relationships; Energize the community about Family Academy  
- Explore ways to embed achievement planning and goal accomplishment in the Family Academy Foundations course |